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Defaced - Week 7
To proceed, let me address some more facts, not about Auntie Hill as
much as rather to establish the limits of my factual knowledge of her.
I would assume you have seen that my conceptual view of her is simply
the by-product of the fruits of her life affecting my life.
Matthew 7:16-18 KJV
16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a
corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit.
18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can
a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
I'm confident that after reading her life story you have come to realise
she was an exceptionally 'good tree' that produced exceptionally 'good
fruit'.
One so good in fact, it causes you to examine yours & challenges
your outlook on life.
By now, I would assume that none of us would even question the
validity of her having more than adequately fulfilled the second part of
God's Call to man.
Mark 12:31a (KJV)
And the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as
thyself.
Now we need to consider whether any possibility could even exist
that this command could have been fulfilled to that level without the first
being firmly in place in her heart.
As I related last week, this is not a question of analysing Auntie Hill's
actions but rather an objective look in the hope of gleaning some
wisdom to enrich our perspective of God & Who He Is.
Now at this point let me clarify one important point. I honestly
don't know whether Auntie Hill was even a Church goer, much less
a True Christian. As I previously stated I may always have
naturally assumed she was, but I cannot categorically say one way
or the other.
Strange as this may seem, I will share some questions from my
perspective of Auntie Hill, which arose in me only during this journey of
ours.
Firstly just let me establish the following as a reference point to the
opposite of what is to follow.
We all know very well that some of the fundamental creeds of life
for selfish humans are:
1] I can be good or evil whenever I choose to be.
2] I only give if there is something in it for me.
3] My effort correlates with the level of honour I receive.
4] My effort often translates to ownership in my mind.
5] My level of sharing regulates others reliance on me.
All perfect lyrics to the Ode of Self, a tune we warm to so quickly at
times.
As I said, questions have now been raised in my mind which
beforehand had never even crossed it.
1. Why was Auntie Hill not 'Mum' to my father as my maternal
grandmother always was to him?
Even though there may have been an element of respect for the
children's mother, her friend, who was still alive but institutionalised, I
believe she never contemplated taking 'ownership' of them, but rather to
actually love them & honour their freedom to choose when the time
came.
2. Why was she Auntie Hill & not Grandma to us?
Because like wounded birds she gave her all to take them under her
wing until they could fly on their own & then she gave them their liberty
to choose from within their free will. She knew that if you actually love
someone let them go & if they truly love you they will return. Titles she
did not require but rather lived in the hope of love fulfilled, & it came
pressed down & overflowing just as hers was to them.
3. Why was it that to be with Auntie Hill was a 'special occasion' &
not just part of our family life?
When Adam was in the Garden, he walked in freedom to live & explore
to his heart's content. God would visit with him on the special occasion
of the cool of the day. In Adam's freedom & liberty Jesus Christ, God's
Love for man was always there for his spirit man was then still alive with
His Presence. The 'spirit' of Auntie Hill's love was/is always alive deep
within all of us but to be with her was always the special occasion.
4. Why was Auntie Hill's only remaining child after having been
raised alongside my father not an Auntie to us?
In a selfless wisdom, she understood not to coerce the course of their
journeys of possibly returning her love to her. She gave them the liberty
& freedom to choose for themselves whether to honour what had been
given to them by learning to love the giver. Or not. They all found their
way & each became a better person because of it, formed in the
shadow of the lesson that her life was.
5. Why when Auntie Hill never demanded honour & respect from
us did simply being in her presence command it?
Fearful Respect. The beautiful fear that engulfs you when you know you
are in the presence of someone whose being illuminates every flaw in
your character yet simultaneously covers every blemish through
forgiveness amid a torrent of soothing mutual love & respect. The
knowing that you are in the presence of someone so far removed from
you yet all you feel is immersed in their unwarranted favour as you ride
on the waves of a purer form of love.
6. Why did Auntie Hill not 'claim' the Roberts boys as her own after
the loss of both her sons?
Selfless wisdom again dictated to her heart that she could never
replace what she lost, but if the way were left open for those made in
their image to find the way to declare themselves her children in their
hearts, she would then have sons indeed. All three became so by their
free choice, drawn by the unprecedented pureness of her form of love.
7. Why were we content to treasure & admire Auntie Hill from a
distance & not crave more presence of such a person in our lives?
True Love & Respect demands their way, not ours because it is really
about them not us.
In her presence, we all became one family in a way unknown
elsewhere in our lives. On those Christmas morning visits,
everything centred on her while she somehow managed to make
everyone feel the focus of her attention simultaneously. It was as
though there was no adults & children in the room; it was now the
children & Auntie Hill.
Love
Mwesigwa
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